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Open Science and the Ethos of Science
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Robert K. Merton, 1942. The Normative Structure of Science :

“The institutional conception of science as part of the public domain is 
linked with the imperative for communication of findings. Secrecy is the 
antithesis of this norm; full and open (sic) communication its enactment.”



Reasons to push for Open Science
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1. Scientific

Paywalls hamper the dissemination of research outcomes within the scientific 
community

2. Societal

Paywalls hamper the uptake of research outcomes by society

3. Ethical

Outcomes from publicly-funded research should remain in the public domain

4. Economic

Unsustainable publishing models

Opportunity costs of not making data and outcomes available



Reasons to push for Open Science
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Shaping the future of research ?
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Why we needed to launch Plan S
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Plan S
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Plan S entails mandating OA by funders

Plan S is about principles, not about particular publication models
 immediate OA (no embargo period)
 open license allowing reuse; rights retention
 funders will not pay for hybrid

Plan S aims to align OA policies

Funders commit to cover costs (APCs, platforms, journal flipping)

Plan S sets clear timelines: 2021 and 2025



4 September 2018 : launch of Plan S
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Recent developments
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COVID-19
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UNESCO
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Current Challenges in Open Science
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1. Future publication models : innovative, 
sustainable, equitable

2. Rights & ownerships

3. Research data : FAIR, infrastructure, costs, 
valuing

4. Research assessment : what do we value 
in science ?



Reform of Research Assessment
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Reform of Research Assessment
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Reform of Research Assessment
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1. Recognise the diversity of contributions to, and careers in, research in 
accordance with the needs and nature of the research 

2. Base research assessment primarily on qualitative evaluation for which peer 
review is central, supported by responsible use of quantitative indicators 

3. Abandon inappropriate uses in research assessment of journal- and 
publication-based metrics, in particular inappropriate uses of Journal Impact 
Factor (JIF) and h-index 

4. Avoid the use of rankings of research organisations in research assessment 



Thank you
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Collaboration is a constitutive element of science
Competition is contingent 
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